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New in FOCUS!
Schmid energy solutions is the largest Swiss manufacturer of wood combustion 
systems and for decades has exerted a considerable influence on the development 
of this technology. Today the company is one of the global leaders in this sector. 
FOCUS – the magazine of the Schmid Group – is published annually and features 
information on the market, company news and challenging system projects.

The economical operation of wood combustion systems is gaining in importance. 
In addition, the technical and planning requirements are becoming increasingly 
more demanding; more stringent safety regulations, high filter availability and 
low emissions must be guaranteed. In this environment, ensuring the high 
professional competence of all involved is becoming progressively more. For 
this reason we have developed a new training concept for our partners which 
we were able to  implement successfully in 2017. See for yourself and profit 
from our many years of experience!  

Philipp Lüscher
CEO Schmid AG, energy solutions
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Specialist skill is more 
important than ever 

As a manufacturer of wood combustion systems, 
Schmid is not only committed to supplying a 
high-quality product, but also guarantees reliable 
support throughout its entire life cycle. To ensure 
optimum system functionality, not only the employed 
technology but also the planning and design of the 
heating planner and the support of a professional 
system operator is decisive.

As employee training has rated highly in its corporate phi-
losophy for many years, in 2017 Schmid AG decided to 
offer a training programme for professionals for the first 
time. The programme features the three areas “System 
Planning”, “Operation and Maintenance” as well as “Se-
lected Specialist Topics”, and therefore covers all main 
areas that ensure optimum and economical operation of 
the wood combustion systems. 

“System Planning” professional training course for 
engineers
The complexity of planning and the design of wood com-
bustion systems has grown steadily in recent years. In 
addition to more stringent safety regulations, the possible 
design leeway is becoming increasingly narrow. With the 
requirements to be met by the filter availability and de-
mands for low emissions, it is necessary to avoid over-di-
mensioning of the systems. Furthermore, the selection of 
the temperature range as well as the accumulator and 
filter design is of central importance. Schmid energy solu-
tions has set itself the goal of showing course attendees 
the framework conditions and providing practical exam-
ples for demonstration purposes. These are naturally 
based on the planning principles of the wood-fired heating 
plant quality management system. 

Training courses “Operation & Maintenance” fully booked
The demand for practical training courses for operation 
and maintenance is high, as the right expert knowledge 
pays off immediately because maintenance costs are 
minimised. The originally planned two courses were ex-
tended to six, and these were fully booked in a very short 
time. Some people have already registered their interest 
for 2018 and are on a waiting list.

In-house training
An in-house training course on your system is still 
available upon request. To date, around 10 to 15 in-
dividual customer training courses have been held 
each year.
Contact: aftersales@schmid-energy.ch

Wood chip supplier
• Fuel logistics
• Fuel quality
• Ash disposal

Schmid energy solutions
• Quality assurance
• System service
• Emission maintenance
• Troubleshooting
• Spare parts supply
• Remote maintenance
• Operational optimisation

Image: A number of partners can contribute to guaranteeing optimum operation.
We focus our public training courses on the groups marked with the * .

* System operator
• Monitoring
• Operation
• Maintenance
• Ash disposal
• Troubleshooting

Chimney sweep /
emission measurement 
company
• Cleaning
• Emission measurement

* Heating system planner
• System planning and design
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Schmid with new partner 
training concept

The first course for system operators
met with great enthusiasm.

Subscribe to FOCUS now:

Send your contact data to  

media@schmid-energy.ch



The first training course, “Operation & Maintenance” was held on 5 April 2017 at the Schmid headquarters in 
Eschlikon. Twenty system managers took part and at the end of the day were awarded their training certificates. 
The course attendees particularly appreciated the practical content, the support from professional, experienced 
Schmid staff as well as the chance to meet and talk with other system managers. Schmid AG is very pleased that 
this first event was such a resounding success.

“It was a really interesting day. I met 
a number of colleagues who are 
working in the same field as myself 
and we found out that we are often 
faced with the same problems. I re-
ally appreciated this chance to “talk 
shop”!”

Erich Müller
Senior College Centre, Oberriet
Combustion system in use:
UTSK-240.22

“The training course was totally 
geared to dealing with practical 
issues and absolutely professional! 
Everyone was able to profit from the 
in-depth experience of the instruc-
tors and attendees. I was very im-
pressed at how we were given very 
concrete answers to our questions.”

Remo Schnyder
District Heating Network, Amriswil
Combustion system in use:
UTSR-900.32

“I was able to make constructive 
contributions and my concerns were 
all dealt with very professionally. I 
really enjoyed meeting other heating 
managers with exactly the same 
boiler types – I would really welcome 
the opportunity to communicate on 
this level more often.” 

Thaddäus Kupferschmid
District Heating Network “untere 
Kniri”, Stans
Combustion systems in use:
UTSR-1600.32 & UTSR-550.3244 55
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Training programme 2017  
to June 2018

The first training course 
“Operation & Maintenance”

TRAINING COURSE – Wood combustion system planning

 · Principles of system planning and the optimum system choice
 · Optimum system dimensioning
 · Use and design of an energy accumulator
 · Integration and control of accumulator operation
 · Technical safety aspects
 · Influence of the fuel on system planning and operation
 · System components: Applications / Additional benefits
 · Applicable national / cantonal regulations and directives
 · Maintenance and servicing of industrial wood combustion 

systems
 · Optimising the operation of wood combustion systems

Target group: Specialist planners / Heating engineers
Please state the course number when registering.

Registration  EVENT@SCHMID-ENERGY.CH

TRAINING COURSE – Operation and maintenance of wood
  combustion systems

 · Principles of combustion
 · Commissioning – lighting the fire, operation, cleaning, 

maintenance
 · Technical safety aspects on systems
 · Important settings, functions and configuring the control unit
 · Existing plants and possible additional functions
 · Using remote access and remote maintenance
 · Optimising the operation of wood combustion systems

Target group: System operators (Schmid wood combustion 
systems) Please state the course number when registering.

Registration  AFTERSALES@SCHMID-ENERGY.CH

PRESENTATION – Hot air turbine HLT-100 COMPACT

Generating energy with wood means heating within nature's
own CO2 cycle. At this event you will gain interesting insights
into sustainable electricity generation with wood.

The presentation, including a tour to view the HLT-100 COMPACT, 
will be held at the Düdingen District Heating Centre. The hot air 
turbine HLT-100 Compact of the Düdingen District Heating Centre 
is one of the flagship projects supported by the Swiss Federal 
Office of Energy (BFE). The goal of these flagship projects is to 
make the Energy Strategy 2050 visible in concrete terms.

Please state the course number when registering.

Registration  EVENT@SCHMID-ENERGY.CH

Date Course no. Costs
21/09/2017 S/ALP2/2017  CHF 275  
22/03/2018 S/ALP1/2018  CHF 275

Eschlikon

Date Course no. Costs
25/04/2018 S/BU1/2018  CHF 325
26/04/2018 S/BU2/2018  CHF 325
30/05/2018 S/BU3/2018 CHF 325
31/05/2018  S/BU4/2018 CHF 325

Eschlikon

Date Course no.  Costs
07/09/2017 S/HLT2/2017  FREE OF CHARGE  
28/03/2018 S/HLT2/2017  FREE OF CHARGE

Düdingen
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The topic of filter availability is becoming continuously 
more important in Switzerland. An increasing number 
of cantons are now demanding a minimum availability 
of the filter systems alongside compliance with the 
limit values in accordance with the Swiss Air Quality 
Act (LRV). This is determined at a cantonal level, and ev-
idence must be provided with a comparison of the operat-
ing time of the filter and the operating time of the respec-
tive combustion system. This makes great demands on 
the integration of a biomass combustion system into the 
heat distribution system, the design of the necessary plant 
capacity, the selection of the combustion and filter type as 
well as monitoring of the entire system during operation. 

To satisfy the requirements regarding minimum availability of 
the filter systems, the following aspects must be taken into 
consideration when planning wood combustion systems: 

New regulations  
require end-to-end 
system planning 

Selection of the boiler capacity
Correct dimensioning is decisive for efficient and low-
maintenance operation of the combustion system. During 
planning, continuous operation should be aimed for. 
Single boiler systems with summer operation should have 
a sufficiently long minimum service life. Otherwise we 
recommend planning multiple boiler systems, also taking 
the minimum service life into account.

Accumulator
The energy accumulator covers peak loads, has a positive 
effect on the control behaviour of the combustion system 
and makes it possible to achieve the minimum service life 
and ensure filter availability. As a rule of thumb we recom-
mend an installed capacity of at least 30 litres per kW for 
the largest boiler.

Fuel
Changes in the fuel moisture level, the heating value and the 
composition during ongoing operation of the combustion 
system influences the combustion settings. To ensure opti-
mum combustion at all times, the combustion settings are 
automatically adjusted by the newly-developed moisture 
analysis feature. During summer operation we recommend 
use of fuel with a fuel moisture content of ≤ M35 to optimise 
the minimum service life of the combustion system.

Fuel supply
The fuel supply is finely dosed and continuously adapted 
to the currently required boiler capacity with both screw 
transport and pusher systems. As a result the required 
capacity is generated at all load levels.

Automatic ignition unit
With the use of an ignition combustion unit, automatic se-
quential control is possible with multiple boiler systems. 
Operation with firebed maintenance is therefore no longer 
necessary. With regard to the fuel, a fuel moisture content 
of ≤ M35 is recommended.

Flue gas recirculation
When combined with flue gas condensation systems, and 
when using fuel with a low ash melting point or a low fuel 
moisture content, we recommend the use of flue gas re-
circulation. This guarantees a high level of efficiency with 
gentle operation while preventing the formation of clinker.

Bypass heat exchanger
With the newly-developed heat exchanger bypass with its 
compact design, the flue gas temperature is increased dur-
ing the on/off operations and when the combustion system 
utilisation is low. As a result the operating temperature of 
the filter is achieved with the lowest possible delay.

Control system
To benefit fully from the power of the “Industrial Systems” 
product range, we recommend the technical integration of 
the following components into the Personal Touch boiler 
control unit:
• Boiler pump including the return temperature control 

group for return temperature increase and constant 
regulation of the flow temperature

• Automatic ignition
• Cascade circuit
• Accumulator management

This ensures maximum efficiency and availability and 
continuous compliance with the required emissions. To 
achieve the optimum flow temperature control, the boiler 
pump must be designed for a maximum temperature 
range of 15K.

Operational optimisation with remote control
Remote access via PC, tablet or smart phone enables 
convenient control of your system from any location. In 
addition, automated operational optimisation enables 
signalling of anticipated deviations from efficient operation.  
You too can benefit from the optional combustion chamber 
camera for visual monitoring of the combustion chamber.

Profit from our many years of experience in planning and 
installation of wood combustion systems. Visit our “System 
Planning of Wood Combustion Systems” training course 
(refer to pages 4/5) or ask us for advice. Together we will 
find the perfect solution that is tailored to your needs.

The regulations of the  
“Wood-Fired Heating Plant Quality Management 

System” are also available as planning aids.



Boiler control LC 3

The new five inch, real glass touch display guarantees simple and convenient operation of log combustion systems.  
The LC 3 offers complete system management for weather-dependent heating circuits, hot water heating as well as  
solar management and has the following outstanding features:

• Additional touch display as a living area station, either surface or recessed installation
• The demand-controlled operation of a bivalent boiler is integrated as a standard feature
• Various interfaces for connection to building management systems
• Convenient remote maintenance via the internet, smart phone, tablet or PC
• Calculation of the correct fuel quantity when stoking as well as display of the next heating time

Novatronic XV
30 – 80 kW               Type-tested to EN 303-5:2012

The new generation of the Novatronic XV log combus-
tion system features impressive combustion technol-
ogy and maximum user convenience. The combustion 
systems are manufactured according to customer re-
quirements. This ensures maximum flexibility with 
short delivery times. 

The Novatronic XV for half-metre and metre logs has a 
convenient touch control as well as automatic ignition and 
automatic heat exchanger cleaning. The new control unit 
features a simple user interface and modern control tech-
nology. Several weather-dependent heating circuits are 
regulated, control of a bivalent heating boiler is possible 
without any problems and connection to the internet per-
mits monitoring from a smart phone, tablet or PC.      

With the very latest underpressure control, combustion in 
partial load operation is optimised. The energy-efficient 
suction fan can therefore be run at a lower speed, guaran-
teeing low noise emissions during operation. The log boiler 
can be supplied with optional automatic heat exchanger 
cleaning and automatic ignition. Manual cleaning work is 
therefore minimised and the operator is more independent.

The excellent emission values achieved with the efficient 
underpressure control are also impressive. The require-
ments of all common clean air regulations such as the 
Swiss LRV or the German BImSchV are more than com-
plied with.
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 KEY FACTS
Tröhler, CH-3534 Signau
Extension to the farmhouse and replacement of the 
existing range heating by a 55 kW Novatronic XV and 
a 3,760 l accumulator. Three heating circuits as well 
as a hot water accumulator are run and regulated by 
the LC 3 control unit. The system is equipped with 
automatic ignition and heat exchanger cleaning. 

Application  Heating and hot water
 generation for farmhouse with
 three apartments
Heating room Area: 4.6 x 4.2 m
 Room height: 3.0 m
Fuel Wood logs, half-metre split logs
In operation  
since  November 2016

Boiler control Living area station
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The red ruffed lemur is a species of 
primate that lives on Madagascar.
For 2015, Zurich Zoo used the  
“Greenhouse Gas Protocol” to determine 
a residual CO2 emission level of around 
3,500 tonnes which is compensated by 
certificates from the Makira project in 
Madagascar.

When building the Kaeng Krachan elephant park,  
great emphasis was placed on sustainability;  
the main fuel is wood.
A district heating network is used for heating with the cen-
tral wood chip combustion system of Zurich Zoo. Rainwater 
is collected from the roof that is used for irrigation on the 
ground, wetting the sand, removing dust from the plants 
and for the pool technology. A cleverly designed control unit 
makes sure that the air conditioning of the indoor system 
conserves as many resources as possible.

Elektrizitätswerke des 
Kantons Zürich (EKZ) 
EKZ Energiecontracting is a financing and operational 
model for energy utility services. EKZ has been in-
stalling energy generation systems throughout Swit-
zerland since 1997 using sustainable energy sources 
such as geothermal power, groundwater, lake and 
waste water or wood. With almost 1,000 systems, 
EKZ Energiecontracting is one of the leading suppli-
ers in Switzerland. In total, the systems in operation 
generate more than 158 GWh of heating energy every 
year. The company’s 55 employees at three sites (Di-
etikon, Sargans and Bulle) ensure faultless installa-
tion and operation of the systems. For more informa-
tion visit: www.ekz.ch/contracting

Powerful energy
The EKZ supplies Zurich Zoo with sustainably generated heat from regional wood

As an ambassador between humans, animals and na-
ture and as a centre for nature conservation, Zurich 
Zoo works unceasingly to protect resources and opti-
mise its own sustainability. Zurich Zoo is climate-neu-
tral. It voluntarily signed a target agreement with the 
Swiss Private Sector Energy Agency in which it com-
mits to further CO2 savings. 

Zurich Zoo is one of the most frequently visited and major 
sights of the city of Zurich. Every year more than a million 
visitors flock to the zoo that now extends over almost 27 
hectares on the Zürichberg to admire the more than 4,600 
animals of 375 species. It also includes the Masoala Rain-
forest as well as the new elephant park that was inaugu-
rated in 2014. To maintain the high level of attractiveness 
of the zoo and to enhance it further, Zurich Zoo is planning 
additional projects to extend its range of attractions as 
part of its master plan. 

In addition to the Australia exhibit planned for 2018, Zu-
rich Zoo is also planning the “Lewa  Savanna” which is to 
be completed by 2020. This exhibit is yet another mile-
stone in the history of the zoo. With the “Lewa Savanna”, 
giraffes will be returning to the Zürichberg after more than 
60 years. At the same time it will be the largest exhibit in 
Zurich Zoo with a footprint of more than 40,000 square 
metres. 

Energy contracting
The zoo also focuses closely on sustainability and environ-
mental protection when it comes to heating. Since 2011 
EKZ has been running the environmentally-friendly heat-
ing system with wood chips as part of an operational con-
tracting agreement. The existing system was energetical-
ly optimised and modernised by EKZ from 2011 to 2016 
on behalf of Zurich Zoo. With this modernisation it was 
possible to increase the degree of coverage with wood 
chips to currently 98%, and the latest filter technology is 
employed. In addition, the wood is sourced locally, which 
minimises transport distances. The overall system has a 
capacity of almost 5,000 kW. The heart of the system 
comprises both heating boilers with a capacity of 1,200 
and 550 kW. An additional 135 kW is also gained by re-
covering heat from the flue gas. Three oil burners, each 
with a capacity of 1,000 kW, were installed for peak time 
coverage and safety that are activated in the event of an 
emergency or when required. In comparison to a conven-
tional, fossil fuel heating system, Zurich Zoo saves almost 
1,300 tonnes of CO2. 

 KEY FACTS
Building contractor EKZ Energiecontracting, 
 CH-8953 Dietikon 
Installation site Zurich Zoo
Application  Heat generation
Fuel  Wood chips
Boiler type  Schmid moving grate firing 

system UTSR-1200.32 and  
UTSR-550.32 with economiser

Capacity 1,750 kW
Discharge Moving floor discharge
Flue gas dedusting  Multi-cyclone / Electrostatic 

precipitator
In operation since  October 2015

Image: Jean-Luc Grossmann



Dr. Alberto Colombi, President of ERL SA, is proud of 
the unique heating plant, a project that he accompa-
nied and implemented for many years and that he also 
took into operation. “13 years passed from the day the 
first planning report was issued until the district heat-
ing network was opened in April 2016. Elaborating 
different scenarios and the decision to generate heat 
from biomass ultimately culminated in the foundation 
of ERL SA.”

He added that project planning had been very demanding. 
Against this backdrop Alberto Colombi appreciates part-
nerships with experienced companies such as Schmid 
energy solutions even more. 

Summary of results
The building is a successful example of how a complex 
project can be implemented on the basis of positive coop-
eration between the local authorities, architects and tech-
nicians and how quality of life can be enhanced at the 
same time. The new plaza can be used as a venue for 
different events. From an aesthetic-architectural view-
point, the effective illumination of the tower impressively 
accentuates the visual effect of the chimney stack without 
negatively affecting its functionality or impeding the sup-
ply of wood chips. 

The SCHMID district heating technology
The installed moving grate combustion systems UTSR-
1200 and UTSR-2400 – both equipped with an econo-
miser, which boosts efficiency by 3 to 4% – have an over-
all capacity of 3.6 MW and are suitable for moist wood 
chips with a value of up to M 55. The heating plant is ad-
ditionally equipped with an electrostatic precipitator sup-
plied by IS SaveEnergy AG which achieves dust values of 
far below the limit of 20 mg/Nm3. Two accumulators, each 
with a volume of 30 m3, optimise the operation of the 
wood combustion systems. 

The district heating network with a length of 2.3 km sup-
plies heat to 22 customers (number in 2016). After the 
planned network extension in 2018, a total of 65 connec-
tions will be supplied. 

Complementary 
architecture 
and technology
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New masterpiece in Losone with socially
positive aspects
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 KEY FACTS
Installation site CH-6616 Losone / Ticino
Building contractor /
Operator ERL SA, CH-6616 Losone
Planner VRT SA Gordola
Fuel  Forest wood chips
Type of system Moving grate Firing system
 UTSR-1200.32 
 UTSR 2400.3
 including economiser
Total capacity 3,600 kW
Discharge Moving floor 
Silo  13 x 6 x 6 = 500 m3

Silo filling  Two drive-over silo lids
Flue gas cleaning  Multi-cyclone /  
 Electrostatic precipitator  
 IS SaveEnergy AG
Commissioned in  April 2016
Control unit Including remote monitoring
Buffer 2x 30 m3

Heat generation  2016: 5,908,000 kWh
 (including 262,000 kWh
 from the economiser) 
 In planning: 10,830,000 kWh
Wood chip use 10,500 m3 
Wood chip origin Valle Maggia, Centovalli,
 Bellinzonese, Taverne

The system has been well received by the locals and 
also acts as an additional venue for events. It runs 
extremely reliably and works faultlessly. The under-
ground heating plant is near a school and is complete-
ly invisible, inaudible and odourless.

Accumulators, unit volume 30 m3 View of the fuel transport and combustion air supply

TECHNOLOGY FOCUS

“Schmid and its experienced work-
force were always at our side with 
professional support, and their in-
volvement was essential in ensuring 
that this demanding project could 
be completed successfully.”
 Doctor Alberto Colombi
 President of ERL SA



 KEY FACTS

Image: Heinz M. Müller   www.moselbild.de

“Green waste 
contains high-energy 
fractions that we will 
make use of here 
in Zell for heating 
buildings in the 
future – an important 
contribution to 
protecting our climate 
but also to boosting 
regional added value.”
 District Administrator  
 Manfred Schnur 
 District of Cochem-Zell

Integrated comprehensive school in Zell (Germany) 
with heat generated from green waste

A system that  
gets top marks 
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A small but special system for green waste is located 
in Cochem-Zell in Germany, as it is the first heating 
system (360 kW) of its kind in the district. The engi-
neering consultant Ulrich Schäfer from Stromberg al-
ready proved upfront that the system can be run eco-
nomically.

The district of Cochem-Zell manages several green waste 
sites. A local farmer collects the woody parts of the green 
waste and transports the material to a central collection 
point. Here it is chopped and transported with a silo truck 
to the plant. The combustion chamber ash is also collect-
ed by the farmer, mixed in a pit with the fermentation res-
idues from the biogas plant and then spread on the fields 
as fertiliser. This completes the circuit of the green waste 
from the collection point through the processing and utili-
sation stages and to distribution of the fertiliser on the 
land.

The fuel is transported to the wood chip plants by a vibrat-
ing channel that transports the green waste to the drag 
chain conveyor or the wood cutter. The vibrating channel 
is equipped with a bypass construction which provides for 
direct stoking over a perforated screen onto the drag 
chain conveyor, or stoking of larger wood pieces through 
a wood cutter onto the drag chain conveyor. 

The integrated comprehensive school (IGS) in Zell is sup-
plied with heat by this heating plant for green waste. The 
local authority pays around 800,000 euros per year for the 
supply. This saves 240 tonnes of carbon dioxide per year 
plus 90,000 litres of heating oil, which means that the 
project is still worthwhile in spite of the high level of in-
vestment.

Installation site  Integrated comprehensive 
school, Zell 

Building contractor  District Administration,  
Cochem-Zell

Project planning IBS Schäfer Stromberg
Application  Heat generation
Fuel Green waste
Consumption Approx. 1,600 bulk m3 p.a.
Type of system Moving grate firing system  
 UTSR 360 
Total capacity 360 kW
Discharge Moving floor 
Savings 90,000 litres of heating oil
Commissioned in  2015
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The district heating plant in Mals replaced the previ-
ous district heating centres, and in addition to heat 
also generates electricity. Excess energy is stored and 
can be used when required at any time. 

The new heating plant is located on the grounds of the 
former military barracks. The heart of the district heating 
system comprises the two biomass boilers in which the 
wood chips are burnt. The generated heat is then fed into 
the eleven kilometre long district heating network and 
heats more than 200 households and companies in Mals. 
Electricity and heat are generated in the wood gasification 
plant and any excess is stored in the customised buffers. 
In the new plant it was possible to boost the capacity and 
increase the supply reliability and production considera-
bly. As a result of the expansion, there is sufficient poten-
tial to connect additional buildings to the district heating 
network. 

Ulrich Veith, Mayor of the market town of Mals, is very 
pleased with the success of the project: “Thanks to our 
competent partner and employees we were able to com-
plete this large-scale building project in record time. This 
was only possible with a concerted effort. The next step 
will be to take the entire energy supply into our own hands 
and as a result pave the way for future generations to treat 
our environment with the respect it deserves.”

Mals in South Tyrol holds its

power supply in its
own hands

 KEY FACTS
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Installation site Former military barracks, 
 IT-39024 Mals 
Building contractor  E-AG, IT-39024 Mals
Application District heating
Fuel  Wood chips
Type of system Moving grate firing systems
 UTSR-4200.32 (2016) / 
 UTSR-2000.32 (2003)
 16 bar system pressure
Total capacity 6.2 MW
Discharge Moving floor 
Flue gas dedusting Filter IS SaveEnergy
Commissioned in  May 2016

E-AG is a stock corporation and was founded in 
2007. It is a 100 percent subsidiary of the Munici-
pality of Mals. E-AG is responsible for the supply of 
district heating in the Municipality of Mals.

Wood energy trend in South Tyrol
Every year around 95 million litres of heating oil are 
saved throughout South Tyrol - this corresponds to 
almost 280,000 tonnes of discharged carbon dioxide. 
Around 20% of all households in South Tyrol are cur-
rently supplied with clean, environmentally-friendly 
energy produced by biomass plants – and the ten-
dency is still on the rise.

All technical images: Schmidhammer GmbH, URBAS energietechnik, Ingenieurbüro EUT

“The citizens of the 
Municipality of Mals and 
our natural environment 
profit equally from the new 
district heating system.”
Ulrich Veith, Mayor of Mals

Not only the generation of power with wood is in keeping with the current zeitgeist and protects the environment, but the entire design of the building is contemporary.  
The external connections are made of anthracite-grey aluminium and the façade was clad with locally sourced larch wood. The load-bearing and partitioning structures of 

the machine rooms as well as the walls of the wood chip store and the rooms accommodating the electrical equipment are made of armoured concrete.



In December 2015 the “Biomass Heating Plant Kain-
dorf an der Sulm” started operation. The company 
“Nahwärme Tillmitsch GmbH” (operator) had already 
started planning the new and innovative heating plant 
years ago. During planning a great deal of attention 
was paid to energy efficiency, economy and function-
ality. 

The heating plant was designed for a total capacity of 6 
MW. This capacity is achieved with two Schmid biomass 
boilers with a downstream flue gas condensation system 
supplied by “IS SaveEnergy AG”. Both wood combustion 
systems with a capacity of 3.2 MW and 1.6 MW are 
fuelled with locally sourced wood chips. For this reason 
combustion systems were selected which can also han-
dle very moist fuel of a rather low quality. Special atten-
tion was also paid to the environment. The emission 
specification was below 20 mg/Nm³ of fine dust in the 
flue gas. The operators voluntarily committed to comply-
ing with a maximum limit of 10 mg/Nm³. This flue gas 
value is achieved with a downstream flue gas condensa-
tion system with an integrated wet electrostatic precipi-
tator. With this system it is possible to recover around 
25% of the nominal boiler capacity from the flue gas and 
return it to the heating network. This is energy that in 
most heating plants is simply discharged into the atmos-
phere and wasted. Fuel savings, clean flue gas and a 
correspondingly higher capacity are the economic and 
ecological benefits of this investment.

Ultimately the heating plant is designed to run without 
permanent supervision. A fully-automatic hall crane for 
fuel stoking rounds off the overall concept. This crane 
system deposits the supplied fuel in the storage area de-
pending on its quality and then also automatically sup-
plies the boiler systems with the respective fuel. The 
correct fuel is supplied in accordance with the boiler 
capacity specifications. The crane system continuously 
monitors the bunker filling level and can autonomously 
demand further supplies.
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 KEY FACTS

Installation site AT-Kaindorf an der Sulm 
Building contractor  Nahwärme Tillmitsch
 GmbH & Co KG, 
 AT-4830 Kaindorf an der Sulm
Application Local heating supply
Project planning Markus Haselbacher, 
 AT-8430 Tillmitsch
Installation Alois Haselbacher, 
 AT-8430 Tillmitsch
Fuel  Wood chips
Operating medium Hot water
Fuel consumption Approx. 13,000 bulk m3 p.a. 
 (Expansion stage 1  3.2 MW)
Type of system Moving grate firing systems
 UTSR-3200.32 
 UTSR-1600.32
Capacity 3200 kW / 1600 kW
Discharge Moving floor 
Flue gas dedusting Multi-cyclone / IS SaveEnergy 
 Flue gas condensation with 
 wet electrostatic precipitator
 (< 10 mg/Nm³) 
CO2 substitution  Approx. 2,838 tonnes p.a.
Heating oil savings  Approx. 910,000 l p.a.
Commissioned in  December 2015

Futuristic energy 
concept in Styria

Fuel savings, clean
flue gas and a higher capacity 



Impressive 
new 
building in 
Walenstadt
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 KEY FACTS
Installation site Kasernenstrasse 52
 CH-8880 Walenstadt 
Building contractor  Holzenergie Delta AG
 CH-8880 Walenstadt
Application District heating
Fuel  Wood chips
Type of system Moving grate combustion  
 systems
 UTSR-2400.42
Capacity 2,400 kW
Discharge Moving floor 
Commissioned in  May 2016

The Municipality of Walenstadt has been using wood 
energy for many years. With the construction of the 
new heating plant in 2016, the expansion of the dis-
trict heating network Seezdelta-Städtchen also be-
came reality.

The local authority decided to build a new plant on its own 
land in the industrial and commercial zone. The district 
heating plant includes the heating system itself as well as 
a plant for wood chip processing, the fuel store as well as 
rooms for the technical installations. 

Impressive savings
Every year around 11,000 MWh of heating energy is gen-
erated from around 19,000 m3 of virgin wood chips. As a 
result, 1.3 million litres of heating oil are saved every year 
and the emission of the greenhouse gas CO2 is reduced 
by 3,500 tonnes. The fuel is sourced from the surrounding 
forests and regional sawmills. 

State-of-the-art technology for low-load summer op-
eration
The moving grate combustion system, gauged to the high 
requirements with a nominal capacity of 2.6 MW, is able 
to thermally utilise very different types of wood chips with 
a water content ranging from 30 to 60%. The flue gas 
temperatures are lowered further by the use of a control-
lable economiser to achieve the maximum technically 
possible efficiency. The integrated combustion air 
pre-warming feature permits reduction of the capacity to 
400 kW (approx. 15% of the nominal capacity) with con-
trolled operation. Low-emission operation is guaranteed 
by the combination of the high heat storage capacity and 
the wood combustion system, configured in line with the 
latest technical standards, as well as a powerful electro-
static precipitator.

During all-year operation, the wood chip heating system 
covers 94% of the heat requirements with environmental-
ly-friendly wood energy. To ensure 100% supply reliability 
for the heat consumers, an oil heating boiler is installed in 
the heating plant for peak and emergency operation. The 
ash produced by combustion of the wood is collected cen-
trally in an enclosed, interchangeable container.

Peter Müller, Chairman of the Board of Directors of Hol-
zenergie Delta AG, is enthusiastic about the cooperation 
with Schmid AG. “We looked for an innovative company 
that would supply us with a wood combustion system that 
we could use to effectively set up our district heating net-
work and get it up and running successfully. Schmid AG 
energy solutions was the answer!”

From the initial concept to approval from one source
Concept, feasibility study, project and execution planning including construc-
tion supervision for the comprehensive renovation and extension were car-
ried out by Urs Zwingli, Ingenieurbüro Calorex AG, 9500 Wil (SG).



Market support in France
Jean-Claude Joseph       
Jean-Claude Joseph already worked for Schmid energy solutions from 2001 to 
2010. Since the beginning of 2017 the wood combustion expert has been 
providing support to the French market exclusively for Schmid AG. 58-year-old 
Joseph lives with his partner and has one child. His hobbies are playing 
badminton, mountain-biking and go-karting.

Professional career
• Project Manager for Thermal Systems at ABP/SOCCRAM
• Head of Sales at Müller AG (France)
• Sales Consultant at Schmid France energy solutions
• Head of the international branches of Compte R
• Since the beginning of 2017: Sales Consultant at Schmid energy solutions

Contact
Jean-Claude Joseph
jean-claude.joseph@schmid-energy.fr
Phone +33 601352680
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 KEY FACTS
Installation site Chemin de la Pâte, FR-Firminy 
Building contractor  Municipality of Firminy
Operator SDCF Energie, FR-Firminy
Project planning  WeYa, FR-Malakoff
Application District heating
Fuel  Wood chips
Type of system  2 moving grate firing systems 

UTSR-3200.42
Total capacity 6,400 kW
Discharge Moving floor 
Flue gas dedusting  Multi-cyclone / Electrostatic 

precipitator
Commissioned in  December 2015

WEYA, specialised in energy production with wood 
energy, gas, solar systems as well as heat pumps, 
handled system investment, planning and installa-
tion as well as fuel supply and maintenance.
www.weya.fr

More cash in 
hand 
Lower sales tax due to  
renewable energy

The 12.8 km long pipes of the district heating network 
of the town of Firminy supply 109 underground 
transfer stations with district heating, mainly for the 
hospital and social housing of the “Office Public de 
L’Habitat Firminy (OPH)”. The energy consumption 
corresponds to that of around 6,000 households. 

This network was previously supplied by three heating 
plants from the eighties with a total capacity of 47 MW. In 
addition, a cogeneration gas heating system with a capac-
ity of 8 MW was available which was completely renewed 
in 2011. Since June 2014 “SDCF” has been generating 
energy in the form of biogas at the municipal waste dis-
posal site of Roche-la Molière and converts this into elec-
tricity. This renewable energy makes up 25% of the over-
all production in Firminy. On 15 December 2015, an 
additional wood combustion plant was inaugurated. With 
a capacity of 6 MW, the heating plant contributes 30% of 
the annual energy production of Firminy. After recommen-
dation from  the French environmental agencies, the may-
or committed to lowering the sales tax on heat consump-
tion if the overall generation of renewable energies 
exceeded 50%. As the percentage of environmental-
ly-friendly energies has already increased to more than 
55%, this promise was kept. The current sales tax was 
lowered from 20% to 5.5%. This generous reduction con-
siderably benefits both consumers and the town itself.



 KEY FACTS

La Chapelle de Pagny is a unique guesthouse, a magical place where you can feel and experience 
history, an oasis, a treat for the senses. A Schmid system sign has also found a home in these 
wonderful surroundings. Mounted on the outer façade of the chapel, it stands for an impressive 
connection and history.

The proprietor Max Ziegler explains: “I have known Schmid for more than 40 years. I am a qualified 
heating engineer and when I ran my own business I installed a number of systems from the 
Thurgau company. I am a loyal fan and asked the salesperson at the time whether I could have a 
Schmid sign.” In 1995 Max Ziegler emigrated to France to fulfil his dreams with the guesthouse in 
Burgundy. He took the Schmid sign and a KERAMAT 140 with him. Max Ziegler continues 
enthusiastically: “Schmid is my constant companion. It is an everyday topic here. I naturally use a 
Schmid log boiler for heating, and the sign often sparks interesting conversations with my guests.” 

Contact:

Max Ziegler
La Chapelle de Pagny
1 Rue de la Chapelle
F-21250 Pagny le Château
Côte d’Or – Bourgogne

Phone: +33 380 36 36 82
www.chapelle-de-pagny.com
info@chapelle-de-pagny.com

Divine 
  support
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Schmid energy solution is happy to announce the new strategic partnership with Eco Fuels. Eco Fuels have been supplying and 
installing Schmid technology for 5 years, and this partnership was a natural choice for both parties.  Schmid have moved quick-
ly to provide continuity of service to Schmid customers after the former UK-Partner left the market.  Eco Fuels’ Managing Direc-
tor, Mark Thomas, said “ we are pleased to establish a direct relationship with Schmid, having committed to their technology 
some years ago.  This will allow us to expand and improve the scope and availability of new boiler installations, and engineers 
for aftersales service and support.”

New strategic partner in the UK and Ireland

Both CEOs “seal the deal” (left to right): Philipp Lüscher and Mark Thomas

Boiling Wells Farm is a chicken farm near Sleaford. 
Although the construction and operation of the sheds was 
completed in 2016, the biomass heating system is a retro-
fit to an existing heating system provided by LPG. Eco 
Fuels provided the design and project management for a 
new boiler house incorporating a walking floor, separate 
fuel store and plant room. In addition to heating four large 
chicken sheds a district heating system was also included 
to provide heat to stables and the farmhouse.

The reduction in heating cost by using biomass has 
allowed the site to use more natural ventilation to the 
sheds improving the welfare of the birds.

Initial references already 
in operation

Installation site / Greylees Limited
Building contractor  Chicken Farm
 Sleaford, Lincolnshire
Application Heating, ventilation,  
 heating network
Fuel  Wood chips
Type of system  Moving grate firing systems 

UTSR-900.32
Total capacity 900 kW
Discharge Moving floor 
Flue gas dedusting  Multi-cyclone / Electrostatic 

precipitator
Commissioned in  March 2017

Eco-Fuels 
Nottingham Road,  
Mansfield Nottinghamshire, 
GB-NG18 4TJ

Phone: +44 1623 494319 
info@eco-fuels.eu 
www.eco-fuels.eu



21 – 24 September 2017
Bau + Energie, Berne (CH)
www.bau-energie.ch

12 – 22 October 2017
Olma, St. Gallen (CH)
www.olma.ch

24 – 26 November 2017
Suisse Tier, Lucerne (CH)
www.suissetier.ch

16 – 20 January 2018
Swissbau, Basel (CH)
www.swissbau.ch

22 – 25 February 2018
Tier und Technik, St. Gallen (CH)
www.tierundtechnik.ch

1 – 4 March 2018
AgriMesse, Thun (CH)
www.agrimesse.ch
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